We introduce the Residual Memory Network (RMN) architecture to language modeling. RMN is an architecture of feedforward neural networks that incorporates residual connections and time-delay connections that allow us to naturally incorporate information from a substantial time context. As this is the first time RMNs are applied for language modeling, we thoroughly investigate their behaviour on the well studied Penn Treebank corpus. We change the model slightly for the needs of language modeling, reducing both its time and memory consumption. Our results show that RMN is a suitable choice for small-sized neural language models: With test perplexity 112.7 and as few as 2.3M parameters, they out-perform both a much larger vanilla RNN (PPL 124, 8M parameters) and a similarly sized LSTM (PPL 115, 2.08M parameters), while being only by less than 3 perplexity points worse than twice as big LSTM.
Introduction
When first introduced to modern language modeling by Bengio et al. [1] , neural language models brought a principal improvement over n-gram counting techniques: Instead of treating individual words as unrelated events, these neural models learn to represent words by continuous-valued vectors of fixed length. This way, the rest of the network is independent of the exact identity of input words and neural language models are thus able to partially overcome the curse of dimensionality.
The next fundamental step was taken by Mikolov et al. [2] , who have compressed whole histories of words into a fixed length representation in their recurrent neural networks (RNN). Since then, research activity was focused on recurrent networks:
The "vanilla RNNs", using sigmoid activation functions, were soon replaced by more sophisticated LSTMs [3] , that achieved yet better results, arguably due to their ability to effectively learn long term dependencies. Up to this point, all experiments indicated that increasing the model size inevitably leads to overfitting. This obstacle was overcome by the work of Zaremba et al. [4] , who successfully applied dropout to LSTMs. Since then, further improvements were achieved by adding cache-like mechanisms [5, 6] .
Feed-forward networks were left aside of these improvements. Only recently, a recurrence-free Gated Convolutional Network model [7] was proposed. This sophisticated model consists of many wide layers of multiplicative "gating" units. Its authors have shown it to perform on par with big LSTM networks.
We approach the problem from a different angle, looking for inspiration into acoustic modeling: Here, RNNs have also replaced deep neural networks as the state of the art tool [8, 9, 10] . However, Baskar et al. have recently proposed Residual Memory Network (RMN) [11] , a feed-forward architecture capable of reaching better WER than several stacked LSTM layers. This architecture is actually a DNN with layers cleverly spread over time, thus able to model temporal dependencies. Also, residual connections [12] are employed to allow training deep models.
We were therefore curious: is Residual Memory Network a competitive language model as well? We will show that RMNs perform more like recurrent networks than the shallow feedforward networks.
Residual Memory Network Model
The Residual Memory Network 1 architecture was proposed as an improvement for deep neural networks, that will allow them to model long temporal contexts. The output of l-th hidden layer at time t is given as:
Here h l t stands for the hidden vector at time t and l-th layer; weight matrices C l and P stand respectively for transformation w t w t−1 w t−2 w t−3 w t−4 w t−5 w t−6 of current and past representation at the previous layer. The residual connection (grey) is present only in every third layer.
The temporal context is captured by delay connections (second term in Eq. (1)), which fast-forward values of hidden vectors through time. Lag of these delay connections changes over the depth of the network, helping to increase the level of abstraction in successive layers.
We use RMN in a slightly simpler definition (illustrated in Figure 1 ):
The formulation (2) directly contrasts RMN to RNN: Instead of combining the input of a given layer with its previous output, the input is combined with a historical input. The effect of accessing historical representation from previous layer stacks -the historical input depends on yet older outputs of the layer before. Thus the length of the input considered by the network, although finite, is significant (Section 2.2).
Being a feed-forward network dealing with sequences, RMN under formulation (2) can also be viewed as a special variant of Time Delay Neural Network (TDNN) [14] . Differences from TDNNs, as used recently for acoustic modeling [15] , include adding residual connections, orienting the model at depth rather than width and considering only previous inputs.
Residual Memory Networks Unrolled in Time
Similar to RNNs, we can view the RMN architecture unrolled in time, as illustrated in Figure 2 . This perspective offers two additional insights:
Every (nonresidual) path from an input word to the output is of the same length. Thus all words are nearly equal in terms of how difficult it is to backpropagate gradients to them. This is likely to be part of explanation why are the RMNs able to outperform RNNs.
Since the projections C l and P l are shared across different timesteps, every hidden representation has to be usable not only in the current timestep but also in those following. This helps RMNs to avoid the curse of dimensionality, much like RNNs. Figure 3 : Dependence of the model performance on the frequency of look-back increase ϕ. With shorter models (higher ϕ), the performance degrades, the effect is consistent since ϕ = 5.
Reducing the Temporal Span
As the length of history look-back is increased with every layer, the input temporal span on RMN is proportional to the square of the number of layers, exactly as
where L is depth of the network. For example, for a 15-layered RMN, sequence of 121 words is considered as the input. However, all previous results of neural language modeling indicate, that such context can not be effectively exploited without some form of cache mechanism. Also, so wide input requires considerable memory and computational effort. Therefore we aim to reduce it.
Formally, we replace the original definition (2) of a RMN layer by:
Here D : N + → N + is an arbitrary function. For D(l) = l, the original model is recovered; but we want to set it so that it grows slower. We achieve this in a parametrized way by introducing a frequency of look-back increase (ϕ), which is basically a scaling factor. In practice, values of ϕ up to 4 typically grant nice memory savings without hindering the performance.
Testing on the Penn Treebank
We explore abilities of the model on the well studied Penn Treebank [16] , as preprocessed by Mikolov [17] . Specifically, the training set consists of 930k tokens, validation set of 73k tokens, and test set of 82k tokens. The vocabulary is reduced to 10k most common words, the rest is replaced by an <unk> token.
We have implemented the model in Keras [18] , using Theano [19] as backend. We found the model easier to optimize using Adam [20] than with plain stochastic gradient descent (momentum included).
Inspired by the practice of [21] , we take advantage of the feed-forward nature of the model and create minibatches from randomly shuffled data. In preliminary experiments, we made three general findings:
1. Using batch normalization (BN) [22] helps the model to learn significantly faster. Adding BN also typically leads to slight decrease in final perplexity. We add BN right before every nonlinearity in the model, except for the output softmax.
2. We have observed that increasing the size of batches improves not only the speed of computation, but also the best achieved validation perplexity. Thus we have settled on using minibatches of 256 samples.
3. The best results were achieved with residuals skipping 2 nonlinearities; with skipping 1 nonlinearity being closely behind.
Size of the model
The first set of our experiments focuses on the size of the model, evaluating 3 hyperparameters:
1. Network depth: The performance of RMNs is not very sensitive to network depth. When increasing the depth from small values (e.g. 3), perplexity drops are achieved. Then, networks in range 12-18 give very similar results. Networks deeper than 18 layers do not show performance problems, but are difficult to fit into memory when using big minibatches.
2. Hidden layer width: Again, we found RMNs not very sensitive to this parameter. Networks with 100 to 300 hidden units per layer were found reasonable. However, as hidden layers widen, it becomes more difficult to train the model, eventually hindering both training and validation performance.
3. Frequency of look-back increase ϕ: Performance of networks was quite invariant to small values of ϕ (see Figure 3 ). Therefore we took an aggressive approach with ϕ = 4, which led to networks considering shortest input history while maintaining good performance.
We selected following configuration for successive experiments: 15 Figure 5: Progress during training (right to left), as dependent on the decay rate k; the initial learning rate was set to α = 1 · 10 −3 . Learning was stopped after 20 epochs in all cases. Training with small decay allows near-perfect fit to the training data, but consistently misses the high-quality validation valley. The best result was obtained with decay 3 · 10 −4 . Using stronger decay prevents the model from learning training data so well and model trained this way also misses the valley of best validation performance.
Regularizing the model
Although batch normalization was reported to act as regularizer [22] , we found some of our reasonably small models to nearly learn the training corpus (reaching training PPL under 5), while losing any generalization power.
Thus we experimented with additional regularization: dropout [23] , word-dropout [24] and MaxNorm [23, 25] . None of these schemes prevented overfitting while achieving good performance at the same time.
Therefore, we followed the regularization practice of [11] and applied L2 regularization. This regularization was found to be a crucial element in the training procedure, with reasonable values of β being in range from 3 · 10 −5 to 3 · 10 −4 . Finally, we only regularized the L2 norm of our model, with regularization weight β = 10 −4 .
The learning procedure
Having set the model architecture and regularization, we move our attention to the learning procedure. Using the Adam optimizer, we left the momentum controlling parameters β1, β2 to their suggested values (0.9, 0.999) and focused on the learning rate α.
In an experiment with fixed learning rate (Figure 4 ), we found out there is a critical point between values α = 1 · 10 −3 and α = 3 · 10 −4 . Using bigger learning rates hinders learning, keeping both training and validation perplexity high. Setting the learning rate to smaller values leads to severe overfitting, but reasonable solution can be obtained by early stopping. An interesting fact is that although most small learning rates eventually converge to a similar performance on the training set (around PPL 6), only those close to α = 3 · 10 −4 pass through a region of low validation perplexity.
Next, we experimented with learning rate scheduling, by using a continuous learning rate decay, parametrized as:
where α0 is the initial learning rate, k is the decay constant and u is the learning time, measured in number of parameter updates.
Results of this experiment are summarized in Figure 5 . Pattern similar to Figure 4 emerges, with a valley of good validation performance around training perplexity 60. The best results here are better than in the experiment with the fixed learning rate; we obtain our best overall result here, as the model that achieved validation PPL 111.8 with k = 3 · 10 −4 , has reached test perplexity 107.0.
Comparison with models in literature
Finally, Table 1 compares the performance of RMNs with other language models found in the literature. RMNs are represented by (1) a small model with 100 hidden units per layer and (2) a medium sized one with layer width 256. Parameters of both these models were obtained with decay k = 3 · 10 −4 . It immediately follows from Table 1 that the additional computational strength of RMNs puts them well above the shallow feed-forward networks.
Comparing RMNs to recurrent networks, RMNs do their job rather well, outperforming not only much larger vanilla RNN, but also an similarly sized LSTM and Structurally Constrained Recurrent Network (SCRN) [26] .
Considering the shallow feed-forward network as baseline for both RNN and RMN, we see the hierarchical structure of RMN brings much greater gain, while the fixed input scope is not limiting its capacity. Taking a message from these results, it seems that having multiple nonlinear transformations has greater direct effect than just compressing all history into a single vector and increasing its length.
Increasing the model size, we see that RMNs scale similarly to LSTMs. However as discussed in 3.1, there is a limit to scaling RMNs, leaving gap between best RMN and large, dropout-regularized LSTMs [27] .
Conclusions
We have successfully applied Residual Memory Networks (RMN) to language modeling. Despite the fact that RMNs are purely feed-forward and free of any gating-like multiplication, we have found the model competitive to similar sized RNNs, including LSTMs.
Specifically, we have obtained test perplexity 112.7 on the Penn Treebank, using a small model using 100 units per hidden layer. Enlarging the model to 256 hidden units per layer, RMN reaches perplexity 107.0, thus outperforming appropriately scaled LSTM.
We were not able to train large models yet, but given the experience in acoustic modeling, we believe this is still possible. Next we aim to (1) explore the effects of adding multiplicative connections into the architecture and (2) to compare our architecture with the original TDNN in detail, seeking some conclusion on limits of similar feed-forward architectures.
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